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Using renormalization-group tehniques we analyze equilibrium properties of a large gated quan-
tum dot oupled via a long and narrow hannel to a reservoir of eletrons. Treating the eletrons
in the hannel as one-dimensional and interating, we demonstrate that for nearly-open dot and
not very strong spin utuations the ground-state properties as a funtion of the gate voltage are
non-analyti at the points of half-integer average dot population. Speially, the exat result of
K. A. Matveev, Phys. Rev. B 51, 1743 (1995), that the dot apaitane shows periodi loga-
rithmi singularities is rederived as a speial ase orresponding to non-interating eletrons. We
demonstrate that this onlusion also holds in the presene of SU(2) spin symmetry, and argue
that logarithmi singularities persist as long as the Coulomb blokade is destroyed whih will be
the ase for suiently large tunneling and not very strong interpartile repulsions. We show that
interpartile repulsions aid the Coulomb blokade to survive disordering eet of zero-point mo-
tion provided the tunneling is suiently weak. Upon inrease of tunneling, the Coulomb blokade
disappears through a Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition haraterized by a dot population jump
whose magnitude is only determined by interpartile repulsions in the hannel. Similar onlusions
are appliable to systems without SU(2) spin symmetry exept that the logarithmi singularity of
the apaitane is replaed by a power-law non-analytiity whose exponent haraterizes the degree
of spin utuations.
PACS numbers: 71.10.Pm, 73.43.Jn, 73.21.Hb, 72.10.Fk
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum dots are mesosopi objets whose proper-
ties, like those of ordinary atoms, an vary appreiably
upon addition or removal of a single eletron
1
. This fat
makes them an ative playground of studying the many-
body physis under the onditions of onnement.
A simple piture of a dot pertinent to understanding its
equilibrium properties is that of a ontainer of eletrons
onneted to a lead via a single onstrition and plaed
nearby a gate eletrode. The role of the latter is to tune
the hemial potential of the dot to host a desirable num-
ber of eletrons whih is generally not integer. On the
other hand, the eletrons are disrete, and an only hop
onto or o the dot one at a time. Therefore they enter
or leave the dot only at speial values of the gate voltage
orresponding to half-integer dot population. This eet
well identied by the early 1990's is alled the Coulomb
blokade
2
. One of its hallmarks is the dependene of the
population of the dot on the gate voltage onsisting of
plateaus orresponding to an integer number of eletrons
on the dot - the famed Coulomb stairase.
Quantum-mehanial tunneling of harge between the
onneting lead and the dot has been argued to smear the
lassial Coulomb stairase even at zero temperature
3
.
This idea is supported by a onnetion of the quantum
dot problem to a Kondo problem
4
. In the limit of almost
zero tunneling the population dynamis on the dot an be
approximated by that of a two-level system, with the lev-
els orresponding to population states of the dot diering
by unity
4
. Changing the population on the dot is then
akin to ipping an impurity spin-1/2 while the deviation
of the average dot population from the half-integer value
is analogous to a magneti eld applied to the Kondo
spin. For a single-hannel Kondo problem pertinent to
the spinless version of the quantum dot problem, the spin
suseptibility is nite at zero applied eld. This implies
smearing of the population jumps with variation of the
gate voltage.
Complementary treatments of the strong-tunneling
regime
5,6
led to a onjeture that the rounded Coulomb
stairase of the weak-tunneling limit smoothly evolves as
tunneling is inreased into a stritly linear funtion of the
gate voltage.
A spinless version of the Coulomb blokade problem
has been reently revisited
7
where additionally it was as-
sumed that the dot is onneted to a one-dimensional
reservoir so that interpartile interations have to be
taken into aount. It has been demonstrated that as
the strength of the tunneling is tuned, hanging the dot
from open to losed, a modied Coulomb stairase reap-
pears under ertain irumstanes. This was arrived at
by mapping the zero-temperature dynamis of interat-
ing eletrons to the lassial statistial mehanis of a
one-dimensional Ising model with ferromagneti intera-
tions deaying as the inverse-square of distane. This led
to the onlusion that all experimental systems must be
either of the Kondo sublass (to whih the onnetion
to the Kondo problem
4
applies) or of a novel triritial
type.
Here we reonsider the problem of the Coulomb-
blokaded quantum dot and take into aount both the
eletron spin and eletron-eletron interations in the
hannel onneting the dot with the eletron reservoir.
This is relevant beause the strongest argument in fa-
2vor of the Kondo analogy has been given for the non-
interating version of this problem: Matveev
6
found ex-
atly that in the high-transpareny limit, the apaitane
of the dot has a logarithmi singularity whenever the av-
erage population of the dot is half-integer. The weak-
tunneling analysis of this problem
4
whih used the so-
lution of the two-hannel Kondo problem also found a
logarithmi divergene whih led to the ontention that
this singularity of the apaitane persists for arbitrary
tunneling. These preditions
6
found partial experimental
support
8
thus making the issue pratially relevant.
The present work investigates the problem in a phe-
nomenologial fashion by using renormalization-group
tehniques whih have an advantage of generality, thus
omplementing earlier alulations. Speially, we show
that the logarithmi singularity of the apaitane
4,6
is a
onsequene of the assumption that the eletrons in the
onstrition are non-interating. We also point out that
the same onlusion holds in the presene of SU(2) spin
symmetry as long as the Coulomb blokade is destroyed.
Moreover, renormalization-group methods allow us to see
learly possible limitations of existing approximations,
thus motivating future work.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Se-
tion II we set up the problem in the form of a zero-
dimensional quantum eld theory desribing the dynam-
is of the harge and spin of the dot. For a nearly-open
dot (Setion III), the population of the dot traks the
gate voltage and only the spin dynamis desribed by a
sine-Gordon like theory is relevant. In Setion IIIA this
eld theory is studied perturbatively in small reetion
amplitude. This exerise demonstrates that physially
interesting ases are beyond the perturbative approah.
Setion IIIB ontains a heuristi argument whih allows
us to guess the answers for situations when the pertur-
bation theory fails. These onlusions are plaed on a
sounder footing in Setion IIIC where renormalization-
group analysis is employed. The novel feature here is
a systemati alulation of the renormalization of the
ground-state energy whih allows, for example, to exatly
reprodue the logarithmi divergene of the apaitane
6
.
In Setion IIID we draw a parallel between these results
and those found earlier for the standard sine-Gordon the-
ory.
In Setion IV we study the opposite limit of a nearly-
losed dot. For half-integer average dot population the
dynamis of eletrons hopping onto and o the dot is
approximated by that of a two-state system. The zero-
temperature properties of the latter an be inferred from
the lassial statistial mehanis of a two-omponent
model resembling the one-dimensional Ising model with
interations deaying as the inverse-square of distane.
An entropy argument whih in Setion IVA is applied
to this model provides us with the range of stability of
the regime of zero tunneling. These onlusions are re-
ned in Setion IVB via a renormalization-group alu-
lation perturbative in tunneling amplitude. This alu-
lation indiates that whenever the tunneling is relevant,
the non-analyti behavior of the ground-state properties
of the dot has to be aptured by the results found for a
nearly-open dot. In Setion IVC this statement is made
more quantitative via a heuristi argument whih shows
how the weak-tunneling results away from half-integer
dot population an be inferred from those of Setions
III and IVB. We onlude (Setion V) by summarizing
our results and emphasizing possible limitation of the
two-state approximation of the hopping dynamis for a
nearly-losed dot.
II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Following Matveev
6
we onsider a large quantum dot
of apaitane C0 whose harging energy EC = e
2/2C0 is
signiantly larger than the distane between the energy
levels on the dot. The dot is plaed near a gate and on-
neted to a reservoir of spin-1/2 eletrons through a han-
nel whih we assume to be so narrow and long that the
eletrons in the hannel are essentially one-dimensional
and their interations have to be taken into onsideration.
Although there are no known experimental realizations of
this model, appropriate experiments might beome pos-
sible in the future. Additionally, this represents a gen-
eralization of the model due to Matveev
6
in a way that
adds interations violating SU(2) spin symmetry beause
it is interesting from theoretial point of view. The or-
responding long-wavelength low-energy Eulidian ation
has the form
A =
1
2
∫ ∑
ν=c,s
dxdτρν
(
(
∂uν
∂τ
)2 + c2ν(
∂uν
∂x
)2
)
+
∫
dτV (u↑(0, τ), u↓(0, τ)) (1)
The rst harmoni term desribes interating one-
dimensional eletrons inside the hannel. Here the dis-
plaements of the eletrons of eah spin population with
respet to their lassial positions are represented by the
elds u↑(x, τ) and u↓(x, τ) where arrows indiate the spin
diretion, x is the one-dimensional oordinate along the
hannel and τ is the imaginary time. Written in terms
of the enter of mass (harge) and redued relative dis-
plaement (spin) elds
uc =
u↑ + u↓
2
, us =
u↑ − u↓
2
, (2)
orrespondingly, the rst term of (1) is diagonal. The
parameters ρν and cν are the marosopi mass densities
and sound veloities in the harge and spin setors
9
.
The harmoni (Luttinger) liquid exponents
gν =
π~(2n)2
ρνcν
(3)
haraterize interpartile interations in the harge (ν =
c) and spin (ν = s) hannels9. They are formed out of
3the parameters of the harmoni part of the ation (1)
and the one-dimensional eletron density n within eah
spin population. Although non-interating eletrons or-
respond to gc,s = 2, in what follows we will onsider more
general values of the exponents.
We also note that either spin population reates a pe-
riodi potential for its opposite spin ounterpart whih
may ause spin ordering. For weak short-range inter-
ation between the eletrons of opposite spin this an
be modeled by adding to (1) a term proportional to∫
dxdτ cos 4πnus. We however assume that suh intera-
tions are irrelevant in the renormalization-group sense
10
,
and thus the spin ordering does not take plae. This
would be the ase, for example, in the presene of SU(2)
spin symmetry (the ontinuum Hubbard model with
repulsive interations an serve as an example) where
gs = 2. More generally we will require that the degree of
quantum utuations in the spin hannel is suiently
large
9
, speially gs ≥ 2.
The seond term of the ation (1) is due to the tunnel-
ing and Coulomb repulsion on the dot and the arguments
of the potential V are evaluated at x = 0 whih an be
taken to be the narrowmost plae of the hannel
6
.
Sine the interations in (1) are restrited to a point,
the harmoni degrees of freedom away from x = 0 an
be integrated out. This is equivalent to minimizing the
ation (1) with xed values of the elds uc,s at the origin
followed by the substitution of the solution bak into (1)
and evaluation of the outome. The onditions δA/δuc,s
= 0 redue to the Laplae equations
∂2uc,s
∂τ2
+ c2c,s
∂2uc,s
∂x2
= 0 (4)
whose solutions satisfying the boundary onditions
uc,s(0, τ) ≡ uc,s(τ) have the form
uc,s(x, τ) =
+∞∫
−∞
dω
2π
uc,s(ω) exp(iωτ − |ω||x|/cc,s) (5)
where we introdued the Fourier transforms uc,s(ω) =∫
dτuc,s(τ) exp(−iωτ). Substituting (5) in (1), perform-
ing the integration, and introduing two new elds θc
and θs/2 orresponding to the utuating eletron num-
ber and spin on the dot, respetively
θc = n(u↑ + u↓) = 2nuc, θs = n(u↑ − u↓) = 2nus (6)
we nd the eetive ation
Aeff = π~
∑
ν=c,s
∫
|ω|≤Λ0
dω
2πgν
|ω||θν(ω)|
2 +
∫
dτV (θc, θs)
(7)
where Λ0 is the high-frequeny uto. Here without the
loss of generality we restrit ourselves to the sharp uto
model with all the |ω| > Λ0 modes eliminated.
For the problem at hand the potential V entering the
ations (1) and (7) is a sum of two ontributions:
V = EC(θc−N)
2+U(u↑, u↓) ≡ EC(θc−N)
2+U(θc, θs)
(8)
where the rst term is the harging energy with dimen-
sionless parameter N proportional to the gate voltage6.
The seond, tunneling term U(u↑, u↓) is periodi in both
arguments with period n−1 whih reets the fat that
as either of the spin populations moves along the hannel
it experienes a periodi potential with the period set by
interpartile spaing. Equivalently, it is a manifestation
of the disreteness of the eletrons - the dot prefers to
host an integer number of eletrons thus implying that
the funtion U(u↑, u↓) has minima at integer values of
nu↑,↓. The lassial limit of losed dot is reovered
by inreasing the amplitude of U to innity while the
regime of perfet transmission is reahed by dereasing
the amplitude of U to zero. For example, for the ree-
tion amplitude satisfying the ondition |r| ≪ 1, the form
U = −
D|r|
π
(cos 2πnu↑ + cos 2πnu↓)
= −
2γΛ0~|r|
π
cosπθc cosπθs (9)
was derived earlier
6
. Here D is the high-energy uto
(bandwidth) used by Matveev
6
and γ = eC with C ≈
0.5772 being Euler's onstant. Shortly it will beome
lear why the energy and frequeny utos in (9) are
related by D = ~γΛ0.
We note that without the harging term, EC = 0,
Eqs.(7) and (8) desribe the dynamis of spin-1/2 ele-
trons in the presene of a loalized inhomogeneity
11
. Ad-
ditionally, for the speial ase gc = gs these equations
apture the physis of resonant tunneling of interating
spinless eletrons onto and o a dot formed by two tun-
neling barriers in the presene of a gate whih ouples to
the eletrons between the barriers
11
.
III. NEARLY-OPEN DOT
Combining Eq.(7), (8), and (9) we arrive at the ee-
tive ation desribing the physis of nearly-open dot
Aeff = π~
∑
ν=c,s
∫
|ω|≤Λ0
dω
2πgν
|ω||θν(ω)|
2
+
∫
dτ
(
EC(θc −N)
2 −
2γΛ0~|r|
π
cosπθc cosπθs
)
(10)
For almost perfet transmission |r| ≪ 1 the ation (10) is
minimized for θc = N , and the eletron number eld θc
an be eliminated. This is done by writing θc = N + δθc
where δθc is a utuation and averaging over the unper-
turbed, |r| = 0, ground state, i. e. over the Gaussian
part of (10) involving the utuating number eld θc:
A0c =
∫
|ω|≤Λ0
dω
2π
(
π~
gc
|ω|+ Ec)|θc(ω)|
2
(11)
4This an be used to alulate the mean-square utuation
of the number of eletrons on the dot
< (δθc)
2 >0c=
gc
2π2
ln(1 +
π~Λ0
ECgc
) (12)
where <>0c denotes an expetation value omputed with
A0c, Eq. (11). Similar to the spinless ase
6
, the utua-
tion (12) is nite due to the presene of the Coulomb re-
pulsion on the dot. We note however that for the speial
ase of free eletrons, gc = 2, Eq.(12) agrees with pre-
vious onlusion
6
only with logarithmi auray. When
the frequeny uto Λ0 vanishes or the harging energy
EC diverges, the utuation (12) vanishes. Additionally,
when EC = 0, the utuation (12) diverges. These on-
lusions are in aordane with the physial expetation.
The result (12) allows us to nd the expetation value
< cosπθc >0c= (1 +
π~Λ0
ECgc
)−gc/4 cosπN (13)
With this in mind the ation (10) simplies to a redued
form involving only the spin eld θs
As
~
= π
∫
|ω|≤Λ0
dω
2πgs
|ω||θs(ω)|
2− v0Λ0
∫
dτ cosπθs (14)
where the dimensionless parameter
v0 =
2γ|r|
π
(1 +
π~Λ0
ECgc
)−gc/4 cosπN (15)
aumulates salient information about the problem at
hand, and the parameter N has a meaning of the av-
erage population of the dot.
A. Perturbation theory
We start by omputing a orretion to the ground-state
energy of the dot δE perturbative in the interating part
of the ation (14)
Aint
~
= −v0Λ0
∫
dτ cosπθs, (16)
A quik way to arrive at orresponding expression is to
notie that the ation (14) an be formally reognized as
a Hamiltonian of a one-dimensional lassial statistial
mehanis problem with the imaginary time oordinate
τ orresponding to titious spae diretion12,13. Then
the zero-point motion is analogous to thermal utua-
tions, and the result an be inferred from the formulas of
thermodynami perturbation theory
14
. Restriting our-
selves to seond order we have
LδE =< Aint >0s −
1
2~
< (Aint− < Aint >0s)
2 >0s
(17)
Here L = ~/T is the size of the titious lassial system
in the imaginary time diretion and T is the temperature;
the zero-temperature limit is equivalent to the L → ∞
limit. The notation <>0s indiates an expetation value
omputed with the harmoni, v0 = 0, part of As, Eq.(14):
A0s
~
= π
∫
|ω|≤Λ0
dω
2πgs
|ω||θs(ω)|
2
(18)
In order to ompute the rst-order orretion, δE1 =<
Aint >0s /L, we need to know the mean-square utua-
tion of the spin eld θs whih an be found to be
< θ2s >0s=
gs
2π
∫
|ω|≤Λ0
dω
2π|ω|
=
gs
2π2
ln(Λ0L) (19)
This implies that
LδE1 =< Aint >0s= −v0~(Λ0L)
1−gs/4, (20)
i.e. the rst-order orretion to the ground-state energy
δE1 ∝ L
−gs/4
vanishes in the zero-temperature limit.
Similar to the free-fermion ase
6
, gc,s = 2, this is a on-
sequene of divergent spin utuations (19).
In order to alulate the seond-order orretion δE2 =
− < (Aint− < Aint >0s)
2 >0s /2L~, we will need the
orrelation funtion
χ(τ) =< (θs(τ)− θs(0))
2 >0s
=
gs
π
∫
|ω|≤Λ0
dω
2π
1− cosωτ
|ω|
=
gs
π2
Cin(Λ0|τ |) (21)
where Cin(t) is a osine integral15. As t → 0 the fun-
tion Cin(t) vanishes as t2/4 while as t → ∞, it diverges
logarithmially, Cin(t)→ ln(γt). The latter asymptotis
also implies the large-argument logarithmi divergene of
the orrelation funtion (21), χ(τ) = (gs/π
2) ln(γΛ0|τ |).
For noninterating eletrons, gs = 2, this an be om-
pared with the result impliit in Eq.(34) of Matveev
6
:
χ(τ) = (2/π2) ln(D|τ |/~). Therefore the energy and the
frequeny utos, D and Λ0, respetively, are related by
D = ~γΛ0, whih was already employed in Eq.(9).
The expression for the seond-order orretion δE2 an
be simplied to
δE2 = −
(v0~Λ0)
2
2~
∞∫
0
dτ exp(−
π2χ(τ)
2
) = −
v20~Λ0
2
B(gs),
(22)
where the funtion
B(gs) =
∞∫
0
dt exp(−
gs
2
Cin(t)) (23)
is only dened for gs > 2. The evaluation of the integral
in Eq.(23) employing the logarithmi approximation of
the osine integral, Cin(t ≤ γ−1) = 0 and Cin(t > γ−1) =
ln(γt), gives
B(gs) ≈
gs
γ(gs − 2)
(24)
5Although this estimate beomes asymptotially exat as
gs → 2 from above, as gs inreases, its auray degrades.
Speially, as gs →∞, the integral (23) is dominated by
the region of small t where the logarithmi approximation
is not adequate and we nd instead B(gx) ≈ (2π/gs)
1/2
.
However exeedingly large values of the spin orrelation
exponent gs are non-physial and will not be onsidered.
In order to evaluate a low-temperature ontribution
into δE2 we need to replae the upper integration limit
in Eq.(23) with Λ0L/2≫ 1. As a result we nd
δE2 = −
v20~Λ0
2
B(gs)
(
1−
2(γΛ0L/2)
1−gs/2
γ(gs − 2)B(gs)
)
≈ −
v20~Λ0
2
B(gs)
(
1−
2(γΛ0L/2)
1−gs/2
gs
)
(25)
where in the last step we used the approximation (24).
For gs > 2 we may take the limit of zero temperature,
L → ∞, whih takes us bak to Eq.(22), while in the
presene of SU(2) spin symmetry, gs = 2, we nd with
logarithmi auray
δE2 = −
v20~Λ0
2γ
ln(Λ0L) (26)
In the zero-temperature limit, L → ∞, this result di-
verges whih means that a non-perturbative alulation
is required. The logarithmi divergene (26) is analogous
to its free-fermion ounterpart gc,s = 2 found earlier
6
.
Additionally, the speial plae of the limit of non-
interating eletrons an be seen by taking the ontin-
uum limit, Λ0 → ∞, in Eq. (26). This only leaves
the logarithmi dependene on the mirosopi uto,
δE2 = −(4γ|r|
2EC/π
3) ln(Λ0L), thus implying that the
prefator is solely determined by marosopi quantities.
B. Beyond perturbation theory: heuristi
argument
In order to go beyond the perturbation theory, rst
we need to larify its range of appliability. A naive ex-
petation that the perturbative result (22) is reliable for
gs > 2 as long as |v0| ≪ 1 is misleading. To nd the
orret ondition we adopt an argument due to J. La-
jzerowiz originally given in the lassial ontext of the
roughening phase transition
16
:
The umulant expansion (17) is performed in powers
of Aint/~ whih implies that the perturbation theory is
appliable as long as | < Aint >0s /~| ≪ 1. Inspetion of
Eq.(20) shows that this will be the ase only for gs ≥ 4
and |v0| ≪ 1. One an also arrive at the same onlusion
by applying the standard argument
14
whih ompares
the magnitudes of the rst and seond-order terms of the
expansion (17).
The physis in the non-perturbative regime 2 ≤ gs < 4
an be understood heuristially by notiing that the per-
turbative treatment assumes that spin utuations grow
with sale without bound (see Eq.(19)) whih is indeed
the ase for gs ≥ 4. This assumption, however, breaks
down for gs < 4 beause spin utuations are suppressed
at sales exeeding a harateristi value Lc whih has a
meaning of the orrelation length of the titious las-
sial statistial mehanis problem orresponding to the
ation (14). This sale marks the verge of appliability
of the perturbation theory, | < Aint/~| ≃ 1, whih with
the help of Eq.(20) leads to the estimate
Lc ≃ Λ
−1
0 |v0|
−4/(4−gs)
(27)
In the limit gs → 4 from below the orrelation length
(27) diverges whih is in orrespondene with the well-
known fat
17
that the model (14) has a phase transi-
tion at gs = 4. We also note that for the ase of non-
interating eletrons, gc,s = 2, the energy sale ~/Lc or-
responding to (27) has been identied earlier
1
; a related
renormalization-type argument is given in Setion IIIC.
At the sales exeeding Lc the spin utuations are ef-
fetively frozen and no longer ontribute into the ground-
state energy. Thus the latter an be estimated by sub-
stituting L ≃ Lc in Eqs.(25) and (26). As a result for
2 < gs < 4 the orretion to the ground-state energy δE
is estimated as
δE ≃ −
v20~Λ0
2
B(gs)
(
1−
|v0|
2(gs−2)/(4−gs)
gs
)
(28)
while for gs = 2 we nd
δE = −
v20~Λ0
2γ
ln
(
1
v20
)
(29)
The numerial unertainty present in the denition of
the harateristi sale Lc, Eq. (27), translates into an
unertainty of the term of Eq. (28) non-analyti in the
parameter v0: here v0 should be viewed as v0 times a
onstant of order unity. However the analyti v20 term
is given exatly. At the same time Eq.(29) ontinues
to possess logarithmi auray as the unertainty of Lc
only aets the argument of the logarithm.
Sine the parameter v0, Eq.(15), vanishes at half-
integer dot population N , the ground-state energy given
by Eqs. (28) and (29) and related equilibrium prop-
erties exhibit non-analyti behavior at half-integer N .
For example for non-interating eletrons, gc,s = 2 (or
more generally in the presene of SU(2) spin symmetry,
gs = 2), the apaitane of the dot C ∝ ∂
2E/∂N2 di-
verges logarithmially at half-integer dot population, the
result derived by Matveev through an exat alulation
6
.
More generally, 2 < gs < 4, the singular part of the
energy behaves as δEsing ∝ |δN |
4/(4−gs)
(see Eq.(28))
where δN is a small deviation from a half-integer dot
population. Although the orresponding ontribution
into the apaitane Csing ∝ |δN |
2(gs−2)/(4−gs)
vanishes,
the third-order derivative of the energy, ∂3Esing/∂N
3 ∝
|δN |(3gs−8)/(4−gs) diverges for gs < 8/3. Generally, the
spin orrelation exponent gs parameterizes the order of
6the phase transition at half-integer population of the dot
(i.e. the order of the rst divergent derivative of the
ground-state energy): it is of the seond-order at gs = 2
and of the lth-order for gs < 4(l − 1)/l and l > 2. As
gs inreases from 2 to 4, spin utuations inrease, the
non-analytiity of the ground-state energy manifests it-
self in the divergene of progressively higher-order deriva-
tive and the order of the phase transition inreases ap-
proahing innity at gs = 4. The ultimate origin of these
singularities is the disreteness of the eletron spin. For
gs ≥ 4 spin utuations beome unbound and the or-
retion to the ground-state energy beomes regular and
proportional to −(cos 2πN + 1) (see Eqs.(22) and (15))
still exhibiting remnants of the disreteness of the ele-
trons.
C. Beyond perturbation theory:
renormalization-group analysis
The heuristi results (28) and (29) an be plaed
on a rmer ground through a perturbative, v0 ≪ 1,
renormalization-group analysis of the eetive ation
(14). It is well-known that renormalization proedure
involves repeated elimination of mirosopi degrees of
freedom
10
. This proess generates terms whih renor-
malize the parameters of the initial ation thus bringing
about observable physis, and ontributions whih are ir-
relevant in the renormalization-group sense and thus an
be dropped. For the model (14) the assoiated terms are
disussed in the literature
17
. Additionally, elimination
of mirosopi degrees of freedom an generate exten-
sive quantities whih (in the present ontext) represent
ontributions into the ground-state energy. As far as we
know, these ontributions whih will be our primary on-
ern, have not been disussed whih gives us an exuse
to summarize the salient steps of the whole alulation.
In the sequel we adopt the approah of Nozières
16
who investigated the lassial problem of the roughen-
ing phase transition. As usual, the eld θs is presented
as a sum of fast, θ
(f)
s , and slow, θ
(s)
s , modes:
θs(τ) = θ
(f)
s (τ) + θ
(s)
s (τ) (30)
Below we will use the sharp uto proedure
10
appropri-
ate for the model (14), i. e. hoose
θ(f)s (ω) = θs(ω), Λ0(1− ǫ) < |ω| ≤ Λ0, (31)
where ǫ≪ 1, and
θ(s)s (ω) = θs(ω). |ω| ≤ Λ0(1− ǫ) (32)
After the fast degrees of freedom are eliminated, the ef-
fetive ation (14) turns into a funtional of slow modes,
As[θ
(s)
s (τ)], whih to seond order in v0 is given by the
expansion
16,17
:
As[θ
(s)
s (τ)] = π~
∫
|ω|≤Λ0(1−ǫ)
dω
2πgs
|ω||θs(ω)|
2
+ < Aint[θ
(s)
s (τ) + θ
(f)
s (τ)] >f
−
1
2~
< (Aint[θ
(s)
s (τ) + θ
(f)
s (τ)]
− < Aint[θ
(s)
s (τ) + θ
(f)
s (τ)] >f )
2 >f (33)
Here <>f denotes averaging over fast degrees of freedom
with the Gaussian probability distribution determined by
the ation (18) exept that the frequeny range, aord-
ing to Eq.(31), is Λ0(1− ǫ) < |ω| ≤ Λ0.
To rst order we nd
A1 = −v0(1−
π2
2
< (θ(f)s )
2 >f)Λ0~
∫
dτ cosπθ(s)s
= −v0(1−
gs
4
ǫ)Λ0~
∫
dτ cosπθ(s)s
= −vΛ~
∫
dτ cosπθ(s)s , (34)
where we employed the fat that the mean-square u-
tuation of the fast modes, < (θ
(f)
s )2 >f , is given by
the integral (19) exept that the integration range is
Λ0(1 − ǫ) < |ω| ≤ Λ0, Eq.(31). The last representa-
tion in (34) ombined with the rst term of (33) form an
ation having the same funtional form as the original
ation As, Eq.(14) exept for smaller uto,
Λ = Λ0(1 − ǫ), (35)
and a slightly dierent amplitude of the osine term,
v = v0
1− gsǫ/4
1− ǫ
, (36)
To seond order we obtain
A2 = −
v20Λ
2
0π
2
~
2
∫
dτdτ ′ sinπθ(s)s sinπθ
(s)
s
′
× < θ(f)s θ
(f)
s
′ >f , (37)
where the prime means that the argument of orre-
sponding funtion is τ ′. The orrelation funtion <
θ
(f)
s θ
(f)
s
′ >f is given by
< θ(f)s θ
(f)
s
′ >f =
gs
2π
∫
Λ0(1−dl)<|ω|≤Λ0
dω
2π
exp iω(τ − τ ′)
|ω|
=
gs
2π2
ǫ cos(Λ0(τ − τ
′)), (38)
whih allows us to rewrite Eq.(37) in a more expliit form:
A2 =
v20Λ
2
0~gs
8
ǫ
∫
dτdτ ′ cos(Λ0(τ − τ
′))
×
(
cosπ(θ(s)s + θ
(s)
s
′)− cosπ(θ(s)s − θ
(s)
s
′)
)
(39)
A further trunation is neessary to see the implia-
tions of Eq.(39). First, the cosπ(θ
(s)
s +θ
(s)
s
′) term an be
dropped sine for τ = τ ′ it beomes the seond harmoni
7of the main cosπθ
(s)
s osillation, and thus is irrelevant in
the renormalization-group sense.
Gradient expansion of the other term
cosπ(θ(s)s − θ
(s)
s
′) ≈ 1−
π2
2
(θ(s)s − θ
(s)
s
′)2
≈ 1−
π2
2
((τ − τ ′)dθ(s)s /dτ)
2
(40)
is not appropriate for large magnitude of the dierene
τ−τ ′ where the two values θ
(s)
s and θ
(s)
s
′
are hardly orre-
lated: the right-hand side of (40) needs a fator speifying
the extent to whih these values are orrelated. The same
situation is enountered in the ontext of the usual sine-
Gordon theory where Knops and den Ouden
18
demon-
strated that ontinuing the expansion of the osine to all
orders generates the neessary fator. Below we adopt
an equivalent physial argument due to Nozières
16
, and
go beyond the existing treatments of the ation (14):
The eld θ
(s)
s in (40) should be onsidered as a sum
of the equilibrium utuation θ
(s)
s and a small orretion
ζ (whih might be a response to a small low-frequeny
perturbation). Thus instead of (40), rst we average over
equilibrium utuations whih is followed by the expan-
sion in ζ. This generates the expansion replaing Eq.(40):
cosπ(θ(s)s − θ
(s)
s
′)
→ (1 −
π2
2
(ζ − ζ′)2) < cosπ(θ(s)s − θ
(s)
s
′) >0s
≈
(
1−
π2
2
((τ − τ ′)dθ(s)s /dτ)
2
)
× exp(−
π2χ(τ − τ ′)
2
) (41)
We note that the same orrelation exponential appears in
the seond-order result, Eq.(22). >From tehnial view-
point, the presene of this fator eliminates all the po-
tential diulties usually enountered when sharp uto
proedures are used
10,12
.
Insertion of the expansion (41) bak into (39) makes
it lear that a small positive ontribution of the∫
dτ(dθ
(s)
s /dτ)2 form is generated under renormalization.
For the lassial problem of the roughening phase transi-
tion suh ontributions are important parts of the physis
as they renormalize the interfae stiness
16
. However in
the present ontext they are irrelevant and thus an be
dropped
17
. For the model (14) the role of the stiness is
played by g−1s whih does not renormalize to any order
17
:
renormalization proedure annot generate non-analyti
ontributions proportional to |ω|.
The onstant term in (41) generates a small negative
orretion to the ground-state energy
∆E = −
v20Λ0~
2
H(gs)ǫ, (42)
where the funtion
H(gs) =
gs
2
∞∫
0
dt cos t exp(−
gs
2
Cin (t)) (43)
is dened unambiguously for gs ≥ 2. Using the denition
of the osine integral (21) this formula an be rewritten
as
H(gs) =
gs
2
∞∫
0
(
1− t
d(Cin(t))
dt
)
exp(−
gs
2
Cin(t))dt
=
∞∫
0
t1−gs/2d
(
tgs/2 exp(−
gs
2
Cin(t))
)
(44)
whih implies
H(2) = lim
t→∞
(t exp(−Cin(t))) = γ−1 ≈ 0.5615 (45)
This demonstrates the speial role played by gs = 2 -
only in the presene of SU(2) spin symmetry is the or-
responding value of H(gs) ontrolled by the t→∞ limit.
For gs > 2 we integrate Eq.(44) by parts whih es-
tablishes a relationship with the funtion B(gs), Eq.(23),
appearing in the seond-order expression (22):
H(gs) = (
gs
2
− 1)B(gs) (46)
Renormalization-group transformation whih led to
Eqs.(35), (36), and (42) an be arried over repeatedly
by reduing the frequeny uto by suessive innitesi-
mally small amounts ǫ = dl → 0. Sine eah step of the
transformation inorporates the eet of previous renor-
malizations, the outome is ustomary to represent in the
form of dierential ow equations:
dΛ
dl
= −Λ (47)
dv
dl
= (1−
gs
4
)v (48)
dE
dl
= −
v2Λ~
2
H(gs) (49)
These equations have to be solved subjet to the initial
onditions, Λ(l = 0) = Λ0, v(l = 0) = v0; the maro-
sopi behavior is reovered in the Λ(l→∞)→ 0 limit.
Eq.(47) whose solution is given by
Λ(l) = Λ0e
−l
(50)
is a ommon plae in renormalization-group alulations.
Eq.(48) and its solution
v(l) = v0e
(1−gs/4)l
(51)
are also well-known
17
from renormalization-group treat-
ments of the model (14):
For gs > 4 the parameter v(l) ows to zero as l → ∞
thus implying that the last term of (14) is irrelevant in
renormalization-group sense. This is the region of ap-
pliability of perturbative approah with unbound spin
8utuations on the dot (see Eq.(19)). For gs < 4 the
parameter v(l) grows under renormalization indiating
that the disreteness of the eletron spin is relevant and
that perturbative treatment fails at low frequenies. As
a result the utuations of the spin of the dot will be
suppressed at ow parameters exeeding a harateristi
value lc suh as |v(lc)| ≃ 1:
lc ≃
4
4− gs
ln
(
1
|v0|
)
(52)
We note that the orresponding sale in imaginary time
diretion Λ−1c = Λ
−1
0 e
lc
oinides with the heuristi result
(27) - the argument that led to (27) is equivalent to the
rst-order renormalization-group alulation.
Eq.(49) desribing renormalization of the ground-state
energy due to eliminated high-frequeny modes is novel;
its ounterpart in the ontext of the onventional sine-
Gordon problem is known
12,16
. In order to ompute the
ontribution into the ground-state energy we rst substi-
tute the solutions (50) and (51) in Eq.(49) whih turns
it into a form
dE
dl
= −
v20Λ0~
2
H(gs)e
(1−gs/2)l
(53)
that makes expliit a speial role played by SU(2) spin
symmetry, gs = 2.
For gs ≥ 4 spin utuations of all frequenies on-
tribute into the ground-state energy thus implying that
Eq.(53) should be integrated between zero and innity.
Combined with Eq.(46), it then reprodues the pertur-
bative result (22).
For 2 ≤ gs < 4 spin utuations are suppressed at
small frequenies and the ontribution into the ground-
state energy an be found by integrating Eq.(53) between
zero and the harateristi ow parameter lc, Eq.(52). As
a result for 2 < gs < 4 we nd
δE ≃ −
v20Λ0~
2
B(gs)(1− |v0|
2(gs−2)/(4−gs)) (54)
This is very similar to the heuristi result (28), and the
unertainty of the seond term of (54) having its origin
in the unertainty built into the denition of the hara-
teristi ow parameter lc, Eq.(52), makes Eqs.(28) and
(54) pratially indistinguishable.
Finally, for gs = 2 integrating Eq.(53) between zero
and lc, Eq.(52), and taking into aount the numerial
value H(2), Eq.(45), reprodues the heuristi result (29).
D. Analogy to the sine-Gordon theory
The main onlusion of previous analysis is that in
the free-fermioni/SU(2) symmetri limit, gs = 2, the
ground-state energy (as a funtion of deviation δN away
from half-integer dot population) exhibits logarithmi
non-analytiity, δEsing ∝ δN
2 ln(1/|δN |); in the inter-
ating ase, 2 < gs < 4, this is replaed by a power law,
δEsing ∝ |δN |
4/(4−gs)
. This outome is not unique to
the zero-dimensional eld theory (14) desribing the dy-
namis of nearly-open quantum dot - the onventional
one-dimensional sin-Gordon eld theory shows the same
eet. The pertinent physial phenomenon here is the
Peierls instability
19
:
More than fty years ago Peierls demonstrated that a
one-dimensional metal is subjet to a spontaneous lat-
tie distortion that onverts it into an insulator. The
distortion auses ommensuration of eletroni and ioni
subsystems whih leads to the redution of the eletroni
part of the system energy. For non-interating eletrons
Peierls found that the energy gain of ommensuration as
a funtion of small lattie distortion δ has non-analyti
form δEsing ∝ δ
2 ln(1/δ). Sine other eets favoring
regular lattie spaing δ = 0 inrease the energy by an
amount proportional to δ2, the distortion is inevitable.
Sine the Peierls phenomenon just barely ours for
non-interating eletrons, intereletron interations have
a drasti eet on the fate of the instability. For spin-
less eletrons the phenomenologial theory of the eet
whih takes into aount interations, has been given in
the past
20
. There it was demonstrated that the ele-
troni energy gain due to the lattie distortion is given
by the ground-state energy orresponding to the sine-
Gordon ation
A =
∫
dxdτ
(
ρ
2
((
∂u
∂τ
)2 + c2(
∂u
∂x
)2)− λ cos 2πnu
)
(55)
Here u(x, τ) is the eletron displaement eld, ρ is the
mass density, c is the sound veloity, n is the number
density, and λ is proportional to the amplitude of the lat-
tie distortion δ. The eet of intereletron interations
an be parameterized by dimensionless ombination
g =
π~n2
ρc
(56)
whih an be reognized as the spinless ounterpart of
the harge orrelation exponent gc (3). Renormalization-
group analysis of the ation (55) resembling that of previ-
ous subsetion then leads to the following onlusions
20
:
For non-interating eletrons, g = 1, the form, origi-
nally derived by Peierls
19
, δEsing ∝ δ
2 ln(1/δ), is found.
This is analogous to the non-interating result, Eq.(29).
In the presene of interations satisfying g < 2 (and
exluding g = 1), the singular part of the ground-state
energy as a funtion of the lattie distortion δ is given
by δEsing ∝ δ
2/(2−g)
. This is analogous to our result
δEsing ∝ |δN |
4/(4−gs)
(see Eqs. (28) and (54)).
One of the important dierenes between the ations
(14) and (55) is that the spin orrelation exponent gs
(3) ontrolling the degree of zero-point motion in (14)
does not renormalize. For the sin-Gordon ation (55) the
same role is played by the exponent g (56) whih does
renormalize. However for g < 2 and small distortion
(small λ) this renormalization is negligible20. That is
why an analogy an be drawn between the ground-state
properties of the eld theories (14) and (55).
9IV. NEARLY-CLOSED DOT
Although the analysis of Setion III makes it lear that
the logarithmi divergene of the apaitane at half-
integer dot population
6
is a onsequene of assumption
that the eletrons in the onstrition are non-interating,
it annot explain why the same type of singularity may
be present in the weak-tunneling regime
4
and possibly
for any tunneling
6
. To address these issues, we turn our
attention to the limit of a nearly-losed quantum dot.
The starting point of the analysis is lariation of the
nature of the lassial ground state desribed by the ef-
fetive ation (7). This is determined by the minima of
the potential V (θc, θs), Eq.(8), and has been disussed by
Kane and Fisher
11
in a related ontext of resonant tun-
neling of spinless eletrons onned between two barriers
in the presene of a gate. Although the potential entering
Eq.(10) is not quantitatively orret for a nearly-losed
dot, it nevertheless retains the symmetries of the prob-
lem and an be used as an illustration of the argument
below disregarding the |r| ≪ 1 onstraint. Visual aid is
provided by Fig. 1 whih parallels Figure 2 of Kane and
Fisher
11
.
Without the harging term, Ec = 0, the lassial
ground-state is degenerate with innitely sharp minima
loated at integer values of the dot population θc, whih
reets the disreteness of the eletrons. The harging
term of (8) lifts this degeneray so that for most values
of the dimensionless gate voltage N there is a unique
ground state determined by an integer θc losest to N
with energy gaps of the order EC or larger to the states
of higher or lower dot population.
For half-integer values of the dimensionless gate volt-
age N the ground state is doubly degenerate. Sine all
other integer population states are separated from these
two by energy gaps, it seems plausible
4,11
that they an
be eliminated from the disussion of the hopping dynam-
is when the dot is slightly open and harge and spin
utuations are inluded. The validity of this two-state
approximation will be disussed below but for now we
assume that it is justied. Then the θc oordinates of
the minima of the eetive potential V (θc, θs) are either
N + 1/2 or N − 1/2 while their θs positions are integers
with the onstraint that for every minimum its θc and
θs oordinates have the same parity. This means that if
nearest minima are onneted by straight line segments
(see Fig. 1), they will form an innite zigzag running on
average parallel to the θs axis.
Opening the dot means that the barriers separating
degenerate states of integer population are no longer in-
nitely high - the eetive potential will now have degen-
erate minima whose θc positions are either N + q/2 or
N − q/2 where q is the distane between the minima of
V along the θc axis
21
. At the same time the step of the
zigzag in the θs diretion whih is the symmetry of the
problem remains unhanged. Inluding harge and spin
utuations, i. e. allowing nite gc,s, Eq. (3), has the
same eet of downward renormalization of the distane
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Figure 1: Positions of the degenerate minima of the potential
V (θc, θs) entering Eq.(7) in the (θc, θs) plane for half-integer
dimensionless gate voltage N . For the purpose of illustration,
nearest minima are onneted by dashed line segments. The
parameter q has a meaning of the distane between the min-
ima in the θc diretion. Although q = 1 for a nearly-losed
dot, zero-point motion renormalizes it to a 0 ≤ q < 1 value.
In the drawing we assumed (without the loss of generality)
that N + 1/2 is odd.
between the minima of V along the θc diretion. In-
deed, even for a nearly-losed quantum dot where q = 1
initially, quantum-mehanial tunneling between nearest
degenerate ground-states redues it to a 0 ≤ q < 1 value.
For q = 0 the eetive potential energy evaluated at
θc = N is θs-independent. We note that observable value
of the parameter q orresponds to the jump of the dot
population as the dimensionless gate voltage N is swept
aross a half-integer value. Then q = 0 means that the
Coulomb stairase is smeared.
The elementary at of tunneling between nearest
ground states onsists of a hange of the θc oordinate
by q aompanied by simultaneous hange of θs by unity.
The zigzag sequene of the ground states implies that
the tunneling event ∆θc = ±q must be followed by an-
other tunneling event onsisting in opposite sign hange
of ∆θc = ∓q. At the same time tunneling hanges of θs
by unity are not orrelated.
To gain better understanding of the physis in the
regime of a nearly-losed quantum dot we invoke a
mapping
12
between zero-dimensional quantum eld the-
ory dened by the ation (7) and that of one-dimensional
lassial statistial mehanis. Similar to the observation
made for the spinless version of the problem
7
, Eq. (7) an
be viewed as an eetive Hamiltonian of one-dimensional
lassial statistial mehanis problem involving utuat-
ing two-omponent eld θc,s with imaginary time τ play-
ing a role of titious spae diretion. The |ω| depen-
dene of the rst term of Eq. (7) implies a 1/τ2 intera-
tion between the elds θc,s separated by distane τ .
If not for the presene of the spin eld θs, then for
half-integer N the lassial statistial mehanis problem
10
in question would be idential to that of a ferromagneti
Ising model with 1/τ2 interations in zero magneti eld.
Similar to the Ising model there ould be two phases:
In the ordered (broken symmetry) phase the system,
initially prepared in one of the minima of the potential
V (θc, θs), will reside in there indenitely long despite o-
asional exursions indued by thermal utuations into
neighboring minima followed by returns into the origi-
nal minimum. The exursion is a nuleus of neighbor-
ing ground state onstrited by two domain walls having
opposite signs of the hange ∆θc. For the Ising model
with 1/τ2 interations the domain walls are known to
be responsible for the destrution of order
22
; the same is
expeted to hold for the model (7). Domain walls have
their quantum-mehanial ounterparts in instantons -
extremal solutions of the equations of lassial dynamis
in imaginary time satisfying the ondition that as imagi-
nary time τ traverses from minus innity to innity, the
instanton interpolates between degenerate ground states.
The similarity to the Ising model also implies that
the broken symmetry phase of (7) may be removed by
proliferating domain walls. As a result the system will
freely hop through the minima of V (θc, θs) leading to the
destrution of the Coulomb stairase in the quantum-
mehanial ontext.
In order to understand quantitatively the role of the
domain walls we nd it useful to rewrite the ation (7)
in an equivalent form whih abandons the Fourier repre-
sentation of the rst term and shows expliitly that the
latter vanishes for the uniform system:
Aeff = −~
∑
ν=c,s
g−1ν
∫
θ˙ν(τ)dτ ln(|τ − τ
′|Λ0)θ˙ν(τ
′)dτ ′
+
∫
dτV (θc, θs) (57)
where the integration in the rst term is limited by the
ondition |τ−τ ′|Λ0 ≥ 1 and the dots indiate derivatives.
The domain wall of the eld theory (57) an be
found by solving equations δAeff/δθc,s = 0 subjet to
the boundary onditions θc(−∞) − θc(∞) = ±q and
θs(−∞) − θs(∞) = ±1. In the limit of large barriers
the solution will have a form of a steep rounded step
whih an be approximated by
θ˙c(τ) = ±qδ(τ − τ0), θs(τ) = ±δ(τ − τ0) (58)
where τ0 is arbitrary position of the domain wall. The
ombination of Eq.(57) and (58) implies that in the large-
barrier limit the physis is dominated by thermally ex-
ited logarithmially interating domain walls whose se-
quene is onstrained by the zigzag loations of lassial
ground states disussed earlier.
A. The entropy argument of Landau, Thouless
and Kosterlitz and Thouless
We begin with a semi-quantitative argument similar to
the entropy arguments of Landau
23
, Thouless
22
, and
Kosterlitz and Thouless
24
. The energy of a single do-
main wall diverges with the system size L, as indiated
by Eqs.(57) and (58): E = ~(q2g−1c + g
−1
s ) ln(Λ0L). The
entropy is given by the logarithm of the number of ways
to put the domain wall on the line: S = ln(Λ0L). There-
fore we nd for the hange of the free energy F = E−TS
for the introdution of a single domain wall
F =
(
~(
q2
gc
+
1
gs
)− T
)
ln(Λ0L) (59)
The free energy hanges sign at the temperature
Tc = ~(
q2
gc
+
1
gs
) (60)
This suggests that above Tc the ground-state is unstable
against spontaneous reation of domain walls. Below Tc
there are only bound pairs of domain walls while above
Tc there are free domain walls.
To see the impliations of these onlusions for the
problem of a nearly-losed Coulomb-blokaded quantum
dot we note that in the mapping between quantum
eld-theoretial models and those of lassial statistial
mehanis
12
zero-point motion orresponds to thermal
utuations, i. e. the role of Plank's onstant ~ is played
by the temperature T . Therefore provided
1−
1
gs
−
q2
gc
< 0 (61)
weak tunneling will not smear the Coulomb stairase. If
this is the ase, then there is non-zero lower limit to the
magnitude of the population jump ∆θc (given by q) at
half-integer dimensionless gate voltage N :
(∆θc)min = (gc(1 − g
−1
s ))
1/2
(62)
This parallels the onlusion that there is non-zero lower
limit to the magnetization of the one-dimensional las-
sial Ising model with 1/τ2 interations22. A onlusion
qualitatively similar to (62) has been found earlier for
the spinless version of the Coulomb blokade problem
7
.
One may argue that a formal transition from spinfull to
spinless eletrons would onsist in imposing SU(2) spin
symmetry, gs = 2, followed by the replaement
9 gc = 2g.
Then Eq.(62) will exatly reprodue the spinless result
7
.
In the presene of SU(2) spin symmetry, gs = 2, the
riterion (61) beomes gc < 2q
2
whih for nearly losed
dot, q = 1, further simplies to gc < 2. The latter on-
dition is satised in the presene of short-range repul-
sion between the eletrons
9
. We onlude that repul-
sive interations between the eletrons aid the Coulomb
stairase to survive disordering eet of the zero-point
motion. This meets the physial expetation as repul-
sions derease quantum utuations in the harge han-
nel, thus making the system more lassial.
It is urious that non-interating eletrons, gc,s = 2,
and a nearly-losed dot, q = 1, orrespond to the sign
of equality in Eq.(61) - the entropy argument predits
11
neutral stability. This is the rst indiation that the free-
eletron ase has to be treated with speial are. Here
the analysis has to be onduted along two diretions:
First, renormalization-group analysis of Setion IVB
improves on the entropy argument, thus allowing us
to make denite onlusions about the ase of non-
interating eletrons. Seond, one should try to go be-
yond the two-state approximation whih is in the heart
of the zigzag nature of the lassial ground states. This
more ompliated problem will be left for future study.
In the ase of inequality opposite to (61), even weak
tunneling destroys the Coulomb blokade.
B. Renormalization-group treatment
One an improve on the entropy argument via a
renormalization-group analysis of the ation (57) pertur-
bative in dimensionless tunneling amplitude∆ (measured
in units of ~Λ0) between nearest ground states. Another
pertinent parameter is the distane q between the near-
est wells of the potential V (θc, θs) in the θc diretion.
Corresponding lowest order renormalization-group ow
equations are impliit in the work of Kane and Fisher
11
:
d∆
dl
= (1 −
1
gs
−
q2
gc
)∆ (63)
dq2
dl
= −8q2∆2 (64)
If we set
25 gc = gs = 4g, then Eqs.(63) and (64) redue
to those of Kane and Fisher
11
desribing the physis of
resonant tunneling of interating spinless eletrons onto
and o a dot formed by two barriers in the presene of a
gate whih ouples to the eletrons between the barriers.
On the other hand, setting gs = 2 and gc = 2g nearly
reprodues renormalization-group equations desribing
spinless version of the problem of nearly-losed Coulomb-
blokaded quantum dot
7
; the physis enoded in Eqs.(63)
and (64) parallels in many ways that of the spinless ase.
Comparing Eqs.(61) and (63) we onlude that the en-
tropy argument of Setion IVA is equivalent to rst-
order renormalization-group alulation establishing the
range of stability of the zero-tunneling xed line.
Eqs.(63) and (64) have to be solved subjet to the ini-
tial onditions, ∆(l = 0) = ∆0 and q(l = 0) = q0; the
values of ∆0 and q0 an be omputed from the form of
the ation (57).
The ow diagram orresponding to Eqs.(63) and (64)
is skethed in Fig.2. As typial of the Kosterlitz-Thouless
phase transition
24
, the ows an be divided into two main
regions - presently they orrespond to the loi of the mod-
els where the Coulomb blokade either survives disorder-
ing eet of zero-point motion or eases to exist.
In the former ase the systems satisfying 1 − g−1s −
q20/gc ≤ 0 (ompare with Eq.(61)) and 4∆
2
0 ≤ q
2
0/gc +
g−1s − 1 − (1 − g
−1
s ) ln(q
2
0/gc(1 − g
−1
s )), i. e. those to
1-gs
-1
a b c
d
e
∆
q2
_
gc
Figure 2: The ow diagram orresponding to Eqs. (63) and
(64). The stable part of the ∆ = 0 xed line is shown in bold,
and the arrows indiate the diretion of the ow. The models
whose loi are given by the initial onditions a-e all ex-
hibit smeared Coulomb stairase with harateristi ow pa-
rameter lc, given by Eqs.(65)-(69), respetively. Speially,
non-interating eletrons, gc.s = 2, entering a nearly-losed
dot, q0 = 1, are represented by the initial ondition 'd.
the right of the separatrix 4∆2 = q2/gc + g
−1
s − 1 −
(1 − g−1s ) ln(q
2/gc(1 − g
−1
s )) are arried by the ow to
the stable xed line, ∆ = 0, 1 − gs
−1 − q2/gc ≤ 0.
This indiates that tunneling is irrelevant in maro-
sopi limit, and the disontinuity of the dot popula-
tion, ∆θc (given by q), at half-integer N satises the
inequality (∆θc)min ≥ (gc(1 − g
−1
s ))
1/2
. The equality is
reahed at the Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition point,
4∆20c = q
2
0/gc + g
−1
s − 1 − (1 − g
−1
s ) ln(q
2
0/gc(1 − g
−1
s )),
where the population jump (62) depends only on inter-
partile interations. This universal relationship whih is
a general feature of a Kosterlitz-Thouless transition
24
is
analogous to that between the magnetization jump, the
amplitude of the 1/τ2 interation and the phase transi-
tion temperature of the Ising model
22
,
26
.
The systems to the left of the separatrix 4∆2 = q2/gc+
g−1s −1−(1−g
−1
s ) ln(q
2/gc(1−g
−1
s )) are taken by the ow
outside of the range of appliability of Eqs.(63) and (64),
the eetive tunneling amplitude, ∆, is seen to inrease
while q, the distane between the minima of the potential
V (θc, θs) in the θc diretion, tends to zero. We are thus in
the regime of smeared Coulomb stairase with ontinuous
dependene of the dot population on the gate voltage. Al-
though the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition is ontinuous,
in going from sharp to smeared Coulomb stairase, the
shape of the stairase hanges disontinuously.
In the lassial limit of losed dot, ∆0 = 0, the dis-
tane between the minima of the potential V (θc, θs) in
the θc diretion is unity, q0 = 1. Then SU(2) symmetri
models with eletron-eletron repulsion, i. e. those sat-
isfying gs = 2, gc < 2, belong to the stable part of the
xed line, ∆ = 0, 1 − gs
−1 − q2/gc ≤ 0. Allowing weak
tunneling, i. e. suiently small ∆0, only renormalizes
12
the population jump at half-integer gate voltageN down-
ward so that 0 < ∆θc < 1. This supports the onlusion
of Setion IVA that weak tunneling does not destroy the
Coulomb blokade in the presene of interpartile repul-
sions. However at suiently large tunneling amplitude
∆0c the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition takes plae, and
for ∆0 > ∆0c the Coulomb stairase eases to exist.
In this same lassial limit, ∆0 = 0, q0 = 1, but with
the eletrons in the hannel satisfying 1 − gs
−1 − g−1c >
0, we nd ourselves on the unstable part of the ∆ = 0
xed line. Here allowing innitesimally small tunneling,
∆0, immediately destroys the lassial stairase whih is
onsistent with the entropy argument.
The free-eletron ase, gc,s = 2, is marginal beause
lassially, ∆0 = 0, q0 = 1, it orresponds to the end
point of the zero-tunneling, ∆ = 0, stable xed line.
However allowing innitesimally small tunneling, as in-
diated in Fig.2, immediately moves it into the regime
where the tunneling amplitude grows under renormaliza-
tion, and thus the Coulomb blokade is destroyed. This
is in agreement with the original result
4
.
The systems where the Coulomb blokade is destroyed,
i. e. those whih under renormalization transformation
are taken outside the range of appliability of perturba-
tive, ∆ ≪ 1, equations (63) and (64), an be hara-
terized by the harateristi ow parameter lc for whih
∆(lc) ≃ 1. The orresponding frequeny sale, Λc =
Λ0e
−lc
(see Eq.(50)) marks the onset of strong harge
(eletron number) utuations on large time sales:
At times shorter than Λ−1c , the tunneling remains
weak, ∆(l) ≪ 1, and the dot population is frozen at an
integer value. On the ontrary, at times larger than Λ−1c ,
the tunneling is strong and the population of the dot u-
tuates freely (around a half-integer value) thus making
the partile disreteness irrelevant. The spin ounter-
part of the parameter lc (see Eq.(52)) plays a related role
in marking the onset of freezeout of spin utuations per-
tinent to understanding the physis of nearly-open dot.
The estimate of lc annot be expeted to be more than
qualitative as the perturbative equations (63) and (64)
are at most only indiative of its presene:
If lassially the model in question belongs to the un-
stable part of the zero tunneling xed line, then the ow
starts out vertially away from the ∆ = 0 axis. If addi-
tionally the beginning point is not too lose to the end
point ∆ = 0, 1−g−1s − q
2g−1c = 0 (initial ondition a in
Fig.2), then to lowest order in ∆0, the renormalization of
q given by Eq.(64) an be negleted. With this in mind
the harateristi ow parameter lc an be found to be
lc =
1
1− g−1s − g
−1
c
ln
(
1
∆0
)
(65)
If, on the other hand, the beginning point of the ow is
lose to the end point ∆ = 0, 1−g−1s − q
2g−1c = 0 (initial
ondition b in Fig.2), then renormalization of q, given
by Eq.(64) is no longer negligible; instead we nd
lc =
1
1− g−1s − g
−1
c
ln
(
(1− g−1s − g
−1
c )
∆0(1− g
−1
s )1/2
)
(66)
We note that the estimates (65) and (66) are only loga-
rithmially sensitive to the unertainty, ∆(lc) ≃ 1, built
into the denition of the harateristi ow parameter lc.
If the beginning point of the ow belongs to the out-
going leftward separatrix in Fig.2 (initial ondition ),
then to lowest order in ∆0 the harateristi ow param-
eter lc is given by
lc =
1
2∆0(2(1− g
−1
s ))1/2
(67)
while if the initial point is at the minimum of the ow
trajetory, 1 − g−1s − q
2g−1c = 0 (initial ondition d in
Fig.2), then we nd
lc =
π
4∆0(2(1− g
−1
s ))1/2
(68)
The models loated between the initial onditions  and
d in Fig. 2 have harateristi ow parameter lc be-
having as ∆−10 (1 − g
−1
s )
−1/2
and interpolating between
the estimates (67) and (68). We note that the systems
represented by the initial ondition d in Fig.2 inlude
non-interating eletrons, gc,s = 2, for whih the hara-
teristi ow parameter is lc = π/4∆0.
If the model in question lies lose to the point
of Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition separating the
regimes of sharp and smeared Coulomb stairase, i. e.
slightly higher than the inoming rightmost separatrix
(initial ondition e in Fig. 2), then the eetive tun-
neling rate ∆(l) initially dereases with l followed by an
inrease at larger l. As a result the harateristi ow
parameter
lc =
π
4
√
(1− g−1s )∆0c(∆0 −∆0c))
(69)
is dominated by the time spent in the viinity of the
end point ∆ = 0, 1 − g−1s − q
2g−1c = 0. Here ∆0c is
the tunneling amplitude at the phase transition and it is
assumed that ∆0 −∆0c ≪ ∆0c. As expeted, the orre-
sponding sale in imaginary time diretion Lc = Λ
−1
0 e
lc
has a funtional form harateristi of the behavior of
the orrelation length in the viinity of the Kosterlitz-
Thouless phase transition
24
.
The urious feature of the leading order estimates
(67)-(69) is that they are insensitive to the unertainty
∆(lc) ≃ 1 built into the denition of the harateristi
ow parameter lc.
C. Viinity of half-integer dot population:
heuristi argument
One of the most intriguing statements made by
Matveev is the argument that (for non-interating ele-
trons) the weak-tunneling results are implied by those
found for a nearly-open dot
6
.
Renormalization-group analysis of Setion IVB enables
us to see how and why the types of non-analyti behavior
13
of the ground-state properties found for a nearly-open dot
(Setion III) may be appliable well beyond that regime:
This is expeted to be the ase for every system whih
under renormalization transformation ows outside the
range of appliability of perturbative equations (63) and
(64), i. e. into the region of large tunneling amplitude
∆ and vanishing distane q between the minima of the
potential V (θc, θs), Eq.(7). Sine this is the regime of a
nearly-open dot, it seems plausible that no new physis
intervenes for intermediate tunneling. As far the the
weak-tunneling regime goes, the desription of Setion III
must take over at frequenies smaller than Λc = Λ0e
−lc
.
As a test of this statement we now show how the
weak-tunneling results an be guessed from their strong-
tunneling ounterparts. First we remind the reader that
as harge utuations renormalize the distane q between
the zigzag minima of the eetive potential V (θc, θs) in
the θc diretion, the step of the zigzag in the θs dire-
tion remains unaeted. The latter periodiity beomes
invisible for q = 0 and half-integer dimensionless gate
voltage beause the eetive potential eases to be de-
pendent on the spin eld θs.
The periodiity with respet to the spin eld θs be-
omes visible again if the dimensionless gate voltage
N is tuned away from half-integer value. For small de-
viation the eetive potential will have be proportional
to δN , and the overall energy sale of the potential will
be given by the harging energy EC . These arguments
imply the estimate
V (θs) ≃ ECδN cosπθs (70)
where in displaying the θs periodiity we restrited our-
selves to the leading Fourier harmoni and set zero of V
at δN = 0. The potential of exatly the same funtional
form enters the eetive ation desribing the strong-
tunneling dynamis of the spin degrees of freedom (14),
and the viinity of a half-integer dimensionless gate volt-
age, δN ≪ 1, guarantees the appliability of the results
of Setion III. Keeping in mind that the role of the fre-
queny uto Λ0 will be played by Λc = Λ0e
−lc
, we nd
the orrespondene
v0 → −
ECδN
~Λc
≃ −δNelc (71)
where we assumed a xed ratio of the harging energy
EC to the original uto energy ~Λ0. Therefore the
ground-state properties of nearly-losed quantum dot in
the viinity of half-integer dimensionless gate voltage an
be extrated from the strong-tunneling results (Setion
III) provided the substitution (71) is made and the fre-
queny uto Λ0 is replaed with Λc = Λ0e
−lc
.
For example, making these hanges in Eq.(29) we nd
that in the presene of SU(2) spin symmetry, gs = 2, the
non-analyti orretion to the ground-state energy in the
weak-tunneling regime has the form
δE ≃ −ECe
lcδN2 ln
(
1
δN2
)
(72)
For non-interating eletrons, when lc = π/4∆0 (see
Eq.(68)), and to leading order in the tunneling ampli-
tude, this reprodues the funtional form derived earlier
4
via the analogy to the two-hannel Kondo problem and
the exat solution of the latter.
Our analysis implies that non-analyti behavior exhib-
ited in Eq.(72) is also harateristi of any system with
SU(2) spin symmetry having not very strong interparti-
le repulsions and suiently large tunneling amplitude.
Speially, in the viinity of the ritial tunneling am-
plitude ∆0c whih orresponds to the Kosterlitz-Thouless
transition into the regime of sharp Coulomb stairase,
the orretion to the ground-state energy is given by the
ombination of Eqs.(69) and (72).
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we analyzed the zero-temperature dy-
namis of eletrons hopping onto and o a large quan-
tum dot onneted to a reservoir via a one-dimensional
hannel and interpartile interations inside the hannel
as well as Coulomb interations among the eletrons on
the dot were taken into aount. The main analytial
tool applied to understand both the limits of strong and
weak tunneling was the renormalization-group method.
For strong tunneling (nearly-open dot) the harge
disreteness is irrelevant and the physis is dominated
by utuating spin degrees of freedom whih are re-
sponsible for non-analyti behavior of the ground-state
properties at half-integer dot population. Speially,
the previously found logarithmi divergene of the dot
apaitane
6
is demonstrated to be a onsequene of the
assumption that eletrons in the are non-interating. We
show that the same onlusion holds for physial systems
possessing SU(2) spin symmetry. More generally, how-
ever, the logarithmi singularity is replaed by a power
law non-analytiity whose exponent is determined by the
degree of spin utuations.
For strong tunneling (nearly-losed dot) and half-
integer dot population the spin degrees of freedom play
a seondary role and the physis is dominated by zero-
point hops of the eletrons onto and o the dot. If these
utuations are suiently strong, the Coulomb blok-
ade is destroyed by arbitrarily weak tunneling. Non-
interating eletrons belong to this regime whih is in
agreement with previous studies
4
. If the harge utu-
ations are suiently weak, then the Coulomb blokade
survives provided the tunneling is not too strong. The
regimes of sharp and smeared Coulomb stairases meet
at a phase transition of the Kosterlitz-Thouless kind.
Renormalization-group analysis of the weak-tunneling
regime also makes a ase in favor of the argument (rst
given for non-interating eletrons
6
) that non-analyti
behavior of the ground-state properties at half-integer
dot population found in the limit of nearly-open dot an
extend well beyond the regime of strong tunneling.
Finally, renormalization-group treatment of weak tun-
14
neling rests on the two-state approximation in whih all
the population states of the quantum dot separated from
the two degenerate minima by energy gaps are ignored.
Although physially plausible, similar to the spinless ver-
sion of the problem
7
, its appliability to the ase of non-
interating eletrons requires further justiation. In-
deed, in the lassial limit of losed dot, ∆0 = 0, q0 = 1,
the lous of non-interating eletrons, gc,s = 2, oin-
ides with the end point of the zero-tunneling xed line
in Fig.2. Allowing small nite tunneling ∆0 brings this
model into the unstable regime haraterized by the ini-
tial ondition d. If we now assume that the ignored
metastable states are populated with small nite proba-
bility, then the atual eletron number utuations will
be suppressed stronger than predited by the two-state
approximation.
Heuristially, the eet of weaker zero-point motion
an still be seen within the two-state analysis - the ini-
tial point of the ow will have to be loated somewhat to
the right of the initial ondition d in Fig.2. If the initial
ondition lies to the right of the inoming separatrix of
the ow, then the Coulomb blokade an survive weak
tunneling. Additionally, the Coulomb stairase would be
destroyed at nite tunneling via a phase transition. This
possibility alls for an investigation whih avoids the two-
state trunation altogether. Variational analysis of this
problem whih does not rely on the two-state approxi-
mation and similar to the one used in the spinless ase
7
will be presented elsewhere
27
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